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Abstract  
In information retrieval field automatic query expansion is one of the most natural and successful 
technique to expand the query which best captures the original user intent to produce the most 
useful query that is more likely to retrieve relevant documents. We use pseudo relevance 
feedback to automate the process, so that user get improved retrieval performance without an 
extended interaction. Our experimental results shows that Rocchio helps to achieve better 
precision and recall.  
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1  Intoduction 
 
Current information retrieval systems, including web search engines, usually have a standard 
interface consisting of a single input box that accepts keywords. The keywords submitted by the 
user are matched against the collection index to find the documents that contain those keywords, 
which are then sorted by various methods[1]. The user queries are usually short and that the 
natural language is inherently ambiguous, this simple retrieval model is in general prone to errors 
and omissions. The relative ineffectiveness of information retrieval systems is largely caused by 
the inaccuracy with which a query formed by a few keywords models the actual user information 
need. One well known method to overcome this limitation is automatic query expansion 
(AQE)[1], whereby the users original query is augmented by new terms with a similar meaning.  
 
2  Query Expansion 
 
Query expansion (QE) is the process of reformulating an initial query to improve retrieval 
performance in information retrieval process. It evaluate the user input and expand the search 
query to match additional documents. There are different ways in which a system can help with 
query refinement, either fully automatically or with the user in the loop. 



 

 

 
2 .1 Pseudo Relevance Feedback 
 
Pseudo relevance feedback, also known as blind relevance feedback[2], provides a method for 
automatic local analysis. The method is to do normal retrieval to find an initial set of most 
relevant documents, to then assume that the top ”k” ranked documents are relevant, and finally to 
do relevance feedback as before under this assumption. The procedure is: 
 

 Take the results returned by initial query as relevant results (only top k with k being 
between 10 to 50 in most experiments). 

 Select top 20-30 terms from these documents using tf-idf weights or using some 
algorithm. 

 Do query expansion, add these terms to query, and then match the returned documents for 
this query and finally return the most relevant documents. 

 
The main objective of Relevance feedback is to improve precision and recall. 
 
2 .2 Evaluation Measures  
 
We describe some important performance measures of an IR system that we have used for our 
evaluation purpose. 
 
Precision is the ability to retrieve top-ranked documents that are mostly relevant. Precision is the 
measure of how many of these hits are actually relevant. 
 
푃푟푒푐푖푠푖표푛 = |{푟푒푙푒푣푎푛푡 푑표푐푢푚푒푛푡푠} ∩ {푟푒푡푟푖푒푣푒푑 푑표푐푢푚푒푛푡푠}/{푟푒푡푟푖푒푣푒푑 푑표푐푢푚푒푛푡푠}| 

 
Recall is the ability of the search to find all of the relevant items in the corpus. It gives how 
much of the content that is in our domain of interest is actually searchable? 
 
 

푅푒푐푎푙푙 = |{푟푒푙푒푣푎푛푡 푑표푐푢푚푒푛푡푠} ∩ {푟푒푡푟푖푒푣푒푑 푑표푐푢푚푒푛푡푠}/{푟푒푙푒푣푎푛푡 푑표푐푢푚푒푛푡푠}| 
 
MAP (Mean Average Precision) is a single value measure based on the harmonic mean of 
precision and recall for a given set of queries. 
 
3  Dataset 
 
For our experiment, we used dataset of FIRE 2012 [URL: http://www.isical.ac.in/ fire/] for Odia. 
The corpus contains 32,871 documents from news domain.  
 



 

 

Document format: It is adapted from the TREC [URL: http://trec.nist.gov] document format. 
Each document is stored physically in a separate file and it has 2 fields, DOCNO and TEXT. 
DOCNO is a unique identifier assigned to each document. TEXT field contains entire news 
article in plain text. The example is shown below.  
 
<DOC>  
<DOCNO>or_00001</DOCNO>  
<TEXT>  
ନୂଆଦି ୀ, ତା ୧୭◌ା ୪:  େକ  ବିେଦଶ ରା ମ ୀ ଶଶୀ ଥରୁର  ପାଇଁ ଏେବ େକାଚ ିଆଇପିଏଲ ା ାଇଜ  ମହ ା 

ପଡିଛ|ି େ ମିକା ତଥା ଭାବୀପ ୀ ସୁନ ା ପୁ ର ୁ େକାଚ ିଆଇପିଏଲ ପାଇଁ ଆଥ ◌ିକ ସହାୟତା େଦଇ ଅ କ ଆପଣାର 

େହବା ଓ ପେରା େର ଲାଭବାନ ପାଇବା ଆଶାେର ନିଜ ମତାର ଅପବ ବହାର କରି ବା ଅଭିେଯାଗେର ଥରୁର ୁ ବିବାଦୀୟ 

େହବାକୁ ପଡିଛ|ି  

…. 
</TEXT>  
</DOC>  
 
Topics: Out of 50 Topics relevance judgment was available for set of 21 Topics. The topics are 
numbered from 176-225. 
 
4  Pre-Processing 
 
4.1 Corpus Pre-Processing 
 
 The odia corpus was made available as a part of FIRE 2012 is in text format. A cleaning 
process was applied on the news corpus to extract the <DOCNO> and <TEXT> i.e body of every 
document. The process of stop word removal first remove the stop words from the document. 
We have created our own stop word list and some of the stop words are given below: 
 
ମାେନ, ଟିକୁ, ୁ , ପାଇ,ଁ ଠାରୁ, ର, ଠାେର, ଟାଏ, ଟିଏ, , ାରା, ସକାେଶ, ଗୁଡିକ, ଗୁଡାକ, ରୁ, ର,ି େର, ମାନ ଠାରୁ, 

ମାନ ଲାଗି etc. 
 
4.2  Queries Pre-processing 
 
 In Query Pre-Processing the three components of the query i.e title, description and 
narration are considered. The three components are separated in  the text query file with 
appropriate tags as shown below: 
  
 



 

 

 
<top lang='or'> 
<num>185</num> 
<title>ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ଇ ଫା</title> 

<desc>ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ପେର ମୂଖମ ୀ  ଇ ଫା</desc> 

<narr>ଆବଶକୀୟ ଦ ାବିଜଗୁଡ଼ିକେର େଜାଧପୁରର ଚାମୁ ା େଦବୀ ମ ିରେର େଲାକମାନ ର ଅକ ିକ ଅତ ଜନିତ 

ପଳାୟନେର ଆହତ  ସଂଖା ବିଷୟକ ତଥ ସାମିଲ େହବା ଉଚିତ ।</narr> 
</top> 
 
 The stop words were removed from both title and desc tag and the initial query q0 was 
formulated. So from the above topic 185 we will have our initial query  q0="ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ 

େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ଇ ଫା  ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ପେର ମୂଖମ ୀ  ଇ ଫା". 
 
5   Related Work 
 
5.1 Automatic Query Expansion using Rocchio  
 
The Rocchio algorithm is the classic algorithm for implementing relevance feedback. It models a 
way of incorporating relevance feedback information into the vector space model. This 
mechanism introduced in and popularized by Salton’s SMART system around 1970[3][2]. In real 
IR query context, we have a user query and partial knowledge of known relevant and non 
relevant documents. The algorithm proposes using the modified query 푞 ⃗: 
 

푞 ⃗ = 훼푞⃗ +  훽
1

|퐷푟|
푑횥⃗

⃗

− 훾
1
퐷푛푟

푑횥⃗
⃗∈

 

 
where q0 is the original query vector, Dr and Dnr are the set of known relevant and non relevant 
documents respectively, and 훼, 훽 and 훾 are weights attached to each term. Reasonable values 
might be 훼 = 1,  훽 = 0.75, and 훾 = 0.15. We have used the reasonable value for our experiments. 
 
6  Ranking 
 
In monolingual retrieval, the user enters a query describing the desired information. The system 
then return a ranked list of documents. The present work has concentrated on system that rank 
document according to estimated relevance to the query. 
 



 

 

Apache Lucene, a open source free customized search engine has been used here as the base 
system. Lucene provides ranking based on standard IR techniques. 
 
6.1 Lucene-based System 
 
Lucene is an extremely rich and powerful full-text search library written in Java. Lucene can be 
used to provide full-text indexing across both database objects and documents in various formats 
(Microsoft Office documents, PDF, HTML, text, and so on). Lucene allows to add indexing and 
searching capabilities to different application. 
 
6.1.1  Vector Space Model 
 
In vector space model, documents and queries are represented as weighted vectors in a 
multidimensional space, where each distinct index term is a dimension, and weights are tf-idf 
values. The result of the searching gives a set of documents according to the highest similarity 
between query and documents. The similarity score[1] between query and document is expressed 
as: 
 

푆푖푚(푞, 푑) = 푤 .  .푤 .
∈ ∩

 

 
푤 .  is the query term weight and 푤 .  is the document term weight. The weight is the tf.idf 
score. 
The term frequency tf defined as number of times term t appear in a document d. Document that 
have more occurrences of a given term receive a higher score.  
 
The idf(t) stands for Inverse Document Frequency. This value correlates to the inverse of 
docFreq (the number of documents in which the term t appears). 
 
7  Experimental Results 
 
7.1  Precision and Recall 
 
As discussed in section 3 out of 50 only 21 relevance judgement is available.  So for some of the 
queries we draw the p-r curve. 
As discussed in section 3.2 the topic no. 185 result the initial query q0="ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି

ା  ଇ ଫା  ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ପେର ମୂଖମ ୀ  ଇ ଫା". 
 
With the initial query q0 1203 no of document are retrieved out of which we took top 10 as 
relevant document and the bottom 100 document as non relevant for Rocchio.  



 

 

The snap shot of top 10 documents are shown in fig 7.1.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7.1 Top 10 documents of topic 185 for the modified query qm 

 
Then we re-weight the terms using the Rocchio formula as described in section 5.1. After term 
re-weighting the some of the top terms are shown in figure 7.2. 
 

 
  
Fig 7.2:Top term generated by Rocchio                                               
             Approach  of Topic no. 185 

 
Fig 7.3:Comparative P-R curve between q0 and      

qm  of  Topic no. 185                                     
               

The  top 10 terms from Rocchio  term list are added to initial query q0. Then the modified qyery 
qm=”ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ଇ ଫା  ଆଦଶ ହାଉସିଂ େସାସାଇଟ ି ା  ପେର ମୂଖମ ୀ  ଇ ଫା  ଦୁନୀତ ି 

ମହାରା   ଫାଟ  ବିେରାଧୀ  ପଦରୁ  କଂେ ସ ".  



 

 

Then we draw the comparative p-r curve before query expansion i.e initial query q0 and after 
query expansion i.e modified query qm as shown in fig 7.3. 
 
Similarly after query pre-processing topic no. 189 will result the  initial query q0=” ଶି ା ଅ କାର 

ଆଇ  ଭାରତେର ଶି ା ଅ କାର ଆଇ  ବି  ପା ”. 

 
With the initial query q0 3850 no. of document are retrieved out of which we took top 10 as 
relevant document and the bottom 100 document as non relevant for Rocchio.  
The snap shot of top 10 documents are shown in fig 7.4.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7.4 Top 10 documents of topic 189 for the modified query qm 

 

Then   we re-weight the term using the Rocchio formula as described in section 5.1. After term 
re-weighting the some of the top terms are shown in figure 7.5. 



 

 

 
Fig 7.5:Top term generated by Rocchio                                               
            Approach  of Topic no. 189 

   
Fig 7.6:Comparative P-R curve between q0 and qm      
Topic no. 189       

The  top 10 terms from Rocchio  term list are added to initial query q0. Then the modified qyery 
qm=” ଶି ା ଅ କାର ଆଇ   ଭାରତେର ଶି ା ଅ କାର ଆଇ  ବି  ପା   ପବି  ସଠି  ଶି ାବଷେର  ବାଲାଟ ି 

ବିଦ ାଳୟଟିେର  ଭୁବନ  ବିଦ ାଳୟ ବିଦ ାଳୟଟିର ".  
Then we draw the comparative p-r curve before query expansion i.e initial query q0 and after 
query expansion i.e modified query qm as shown in fig 7.6. Similarly after query pre-processing 
topic no. 207 will result the  initial query  q0= “ସାନିଆ ମିଜା  ବିବାହ େଟନିସ ତାରକା ସାନିଆ ମିଜା  ବିବାହ”. 
 
With the initial query q0 1541 no of document are retrieved out of which we took top 10 as 
relevant document and the bottom 100 document as non relevant for Rocchio.  
The snap shot of top 10 documents are shown in fig 7.7.  

 
Fig. 7.7 Top 10 documents of topic 207 for the modified query qm 



 

 

 
Then   we re-weight the term using the Rocchio formula as described in section 5.1. After term 
re-weighting the some of the top terms are shown in figure 7.8. 
 

 
Fig 7.8:Top term generated by Rocchio                                               
            Approach  of Topic no. 207 

 
  Fig 7.9:Comparative P-R curve between q0 and qm       

Approach  of  Topic no. 207 
 
The  top 10 terms from Rocchio  term list are added to initial query q0. Then the modified qyery 
qm=” ସାନିଆ ମିଜା  ବିବାହ େଟନିସ ତାରକା ସାନିଆ ମିଜା  ବିବାହ େସାଏବ ସାନିଆ  ପରିବାର େସାଏବ  ସାନିଆ ୁ େସାହ 

ହାଇଦରାବାଦ". Then we draw the comparative p-r curve before query expansion i.e initial query q0 
and after query expansion i.e modified query qm as shown in fig 7.9. 
 
 
7.2 Mean Average Precision(MAP) 
 
In this experiment we have calculated MAP from the result of the initial query q0. 
 
 

Retrieval  model MAP 
TF-IDF 0.15622 

 
                            Table 7.2  Mean Average Precision  

 
 



 

 

8  Conclusion and Future Works 
 
In this study, we explore ways to improve automatic query expansion via pseudo relevance 
feedback. We start with the initial query provided by FIRE 2012. We have used Rocchio 
approach drawn the comparative p-r curve for initial query q0 and modified query qm. The 
Rocchio approach gives better precision of modified query qm as compared to initial query 
q0.The main advantage of using pseudo relevance feedback is that it does not require the user 
input. It assume that top k documents are relevant and extract the top terms  which help to 
automatically create the modified query.  
 
The Rochio technique  rely on several parameters. For the pseudo-relevance feedback method it 
is necessary to choose the number of pseudo relevant documents, the number of expansion terms, 
query reformulation. The retrieval performance of the over all method is usually dependent on 
the parameter setting.  
 
The key aspects that need to be improved are the robustness of retrieval performance, the 
automatic setting of parameters, the computational efficiency of executing larger queries, and the 
usability of an IR system implementing Automatic Query Expansion. 
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